
 

 

 

 CTK St Mary’s 
Sidcup,  DA14 6BE 

 

 
We are keen to appoint an enthusiastic ALS Assistant with a genuine passion in supporting students to achieve their 

full potential.  Join us at St Mary’s where you’ll be central to our mission to help London’s most ambitious students 

achieve success. 

Additional Learning Support Assistant (Full Time, Part Year) 
Start Date: September 2021 

Salary range: £22,134 to £23,232 (inclusive of London Weighting)  
Actual salary range: £19,573 - £20,544 pa 

 
CTK St Mary's is part of the Christ the King Sixth Forms group of three highly successful sixth forms located in south 
east London and Kent.  As a sixth form centre for excellence, CTK St Mary's offers a wide range of both A Level and 
vocational courses. Located in Sidcup, on the Kent borders and surrounded by green playing fields, CTK St Mary’s 
students are inspired and motivated to succeed.  
 
We are now looking for an outstanding Additional Learning Support Assistant who will work inside and outside of the 
classroom to support named students who have learning difficulties or disabilities to enable full access to the curriculum 
so that they will achieve their potential.  
  
The successful candidate will have to demonstrate experience of working with young people with additional needs and 
will suit both experienced LSAs and will also be suitable for graduates looking to gain first-hand experience with a view 
to commencing teacher training in the future.  
 
This is a full-time, part year contract.  Working hours 36 hours per week worked over 200 days (approx 40 weeks) per 
year. 
 
Join us to be inspired, be extraordinary, and be the best you can be. 
 
For an application form and further details, please visit the vacancies page of our website 
https://www.ctk.ac.uk/vacancies/ 
 

Closing Date: 10 am Friday 2nd July 2021 
Interviews: Thursday 8th July 2021 

 
Christ the King Sixth Forms is committed to the safeguarding and welfare of young people. An enhanced DBS check will be undertaken for the 
successful applicant along with appropriate child protection screening, as per safer recruitment guidelines.  
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